Ford expedition ac

Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site,
you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Jun 4, at PM 1. I do not know anything
about my Ford Expedition. The rear is blowing out hot air and so I took it to a AC place for a
diagnosis. It was everything is fine just needs freon. I went autozone and purchased the freon.
The problem is I do not know where to put it. I see the L cap under the hood for the front ac unit,
but I do not know how to find the rear ac to put the freon in. Or is it the same line for both the
front and the rear? Jun 4, at PM 2. Jun 16, at AM 3. You will be installing Ra refrigerant. The
charge port is the low side probably on the accumulator up by the pass firewall. Your charging
hose will only fit on this port. The high side port is larger in diameter. Not sure if they are
correct about just needing charged. If front is cold and compressor is not cycling on and off a
lot then you more than likely have a blend door motor messed up in the rear. The older ones
would click click click and often people would unplug the connector so they would be stuck in
hot or cold mode. Should be in the passenger rear side area. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Ford Expedition owners have reported 8 problems related to air conditioner under
the equipment category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Expedition based on all problems reported for
the Expedition. I replaced the air compressor and it was working fine but then started blowing
hot air, the mechanic checked all the lines and found that the emergency brake cable was not
secured correctly and had rubbed a hole in the high side hose and was leaking refrigerant oil.
See all problems of the Ford Expedition. This has occurred a three times in last month. First
being in July. I park my vehicle, turn ignition off and pull out key and the air conditioner is still
blowing and radio is still going for a couple seconds after key is pulled out. Only a couple
seconds and immediately shuts itself off. This is definitely an electrical or ignition issue. I do
know radio will stay on until door opened, thats a feature of the vehicle, but this is different, air
stays blowing?? I have put a brand new battery in a couple months ago but its not that, its a
weird issue like while holding brake down, it just attempts to die and this is only at times, not
every time. When on gas, never an issue at all. Car runs great but seems to have an electrical
problem somewhere. There's a gas smell inside the vehicle when the engine is on. Also when
heater or air conditioner is on. It's been happening since June Whole car burnt within less than
5 min, air condition was working front blower stopped working, smoke started coming from
dashboard, ran out of the car. Saw fire from the dash and under wiper out side of the car. Within
a minute car was on fire. Every thing burnt within 5 min, including hood seats. Kind of skeleton
left. Air conditioner auto climate control. Front blower periodically stops blowing. May not turn
on when vehicle started or stop while vehicle has been running, nothing specific to recreate
issue. Rear blower works fine. Been diagnosed times with two different Ford repair facilities and
not able to identify issue cause. Vehicle under an extended service plan that covers all air
conditioner and heater parts. Some parts have been replaced. Very frustrating because each
time vehicle is turned in its a few days for them to do a diagnostic and monitor and return with
no results. I have cycled the vehicle off and back on, sometimes this will engage blower. Other
times I will turn off climate control system and it will engage blower. Plenty of times neither
option works. I change all settings to include manually changing the blower speed and air
temperature which does not turn blower on. Does not matter wether vehicle is stationary or in
motion, speed, day or night, hot or cold, there is no specific circumstance that causes blower to
stop working. I am the 2nd owner of this vehicle. Then it was the vehicle was dying quickly by
leaving the radio on for 10 min after vehicle was turned off. We had plenty of other issues like
the entire brake lines needing replacing due to rusting. There is now rusting on other parts of
the truck. Blew fuse to air conditioner 2x. Things seem to be ok after battery was replaced until
the truck shut off several times while driving it over the past year. Sometimes if you waited
minutes it would restart. The fuse box has been making loud click noises when the truck
struggles to start. And now I'm reading the fuse box has caught fire in some of these cars! I rely
on this vehicle!. The contact owns a Ford Expedition. The contact stated that the air
conditioning failed. The contact had the compressor and all of the air conditioning unit
components replaced, but to no avail. The mechanic that performed the repairs stated that a
relay caused the failure. The failure mileage was unknown, but the current mileage was , While
driving across the arizona desert in degree temperatures, my air conditioner stopped working
entirely. It would not blow any air. This created extremely hazardous temperatures inside the
vehicle. Rolling the windows down was useless. It was degrees outside. Car Problems. Air
Conditioner problem of the Ford Expedition 1. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford Expedition 2.
Air Conditioner problem of the Ford Expedition 3. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford
Expedition 4. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford Expedition 5. Air Conditioner problem of the

Ford Expedition 6. Air Conditioner problem of the Ford Expedition 7. Air Conditioner problem of
the Ford Expedition 8. Other Common Equipment related problems of Ford Expedition. Problem
Category Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Mechanical Jack
problems. Electrical Equipment problems. Anti-theft Devices problems. Adaptive Equipment
problems. You might be a service technician that wants to search for references or solve
existing problems. Or you are a trainee, or perhaps even you that simply wish to know
regarding Ford Expedition Air Conditioning Diagram. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the
web content that matches just what you are searching for. You may come from an online search
engine, after that locate this internet site. This topic is a great deal of individuals browsing
online, for that reason we collect photos from numerous reputable sources and also
comprehend in their area. The outcomes of the aggregation are uploaded on this web site. Right
here are some of the leading illustrations we get from different resources, we hope these
images will certainly be useful to you, and ideally very appropriate to exactly what you want
regarding the Ford Expedition Air Conditioning Diagram is. Compressor Clutch Not Engaging.
This photo we have filteringed system from good produce the very best picture, but what do
you believe? We intend to make a website valuable for many people. If the image above is not
extremely clear, please click the image you intend to expand, then you will be taken to an
additional page to show a clearer as well as bigger image, you will likewise be presented info
from gambvar. At the bottom of this internet site there is likewise a Ford Expedition Air
Conditioning Diagram image gallery, if the picture above is not nearly enough for you. Tags:
ford expedition air conditioning diagram ford expedition air conditioning system diagram ford
expedition air conditioning diagram ford expedition air conditioning diagram. Toggle navigation.
Vw Buggy Engine. Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - ' started by John Gouch , Jun 5, Log in or Sign up.
Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing
to our use of cookies. Learn More. Jun 5, at PM 1. I've seen many posts from people whose front
AC blower would stop occasionally. My wife would kick the wires under the glove compartment
and it would start again. It finally failed altogether. Following the advice from other owners, I
replaced the blower motor resistor. That didn't help. I replaced a amp fuse in the power
distribution box under the hood and a amp fuse in the panel under the glove compartment. I
also replaced a blower motor relay in the power distribution box. I bought a new blower motor. I
plugged in the wires, but I didn't install it yet It's in a tough-to-reach spot. The new one doesn't
work either. What should I try next? Jun 5, at PM 2. Not being critical of your efforts, but I think
you are trying to repair by replacing parts first. This is what a bad repair shop does and it can
be expensive and even lead to multiple new problems. I know from personal experience. The
best way to repair is to diagnose the problem with evidence of the failure. Then replace or repair
the known bad parts. Unfortunately to do this you have to know what all the associated parts
are and how they work individually and together. It could just be a loose terminal in a connector
or a wire that broke. Hope this helps. Jun 5, at PM 3. The weak point on these systems is the
resistor connector, though they usually present themselves when you try to unplug them. The
clue that kicking the wires further points to this problem. Unplug it and check it out for
continuity. Check all the connectors for the heating system while you're at it. Replacement
connectors are available. They usually come with crimp connectors, but it's better to solder the
wires and shrink-wrap them so you know the splice will carry the full load without heating.
Unfortunately, even the manual heater on the XLT utilizes computer circuitry, which can always
be suspect, but the "kick wires" clue tends to eliminate that nightmare. Jun 5, at PM 4. Welcome
to the site. Which climate control system does your Expy have? They have manual or the fancy
EATC. Jun 6, at AM 5. Thanks all. I'll be checking connections to see if I can find the problem. I
have the automatic temperature control. Jun 6, at AM 6. The ATC is a horse of a different color.
I'm sure there's a diagnostic routine and probably a keyboard command that w
porsche cayenne fuse box location
nissan xterra cargo box
toyota tundra timing chain
ill run diagnostics on that unit's control to determine when it's commanding the fan on and off.
Combined with a test light on the motor leads, you should be able to narrow down the problem.
Jun 6, at PM 7. John how are you with DC electric and wiring diagrams? Jun 6, at PM 8. I can
follow a diagram OK. Jun 6, at PM 9. Here you go, have some fun. The blower motor is
controlled by a module and is on a 40amp circuit. I would suspect poor connections and
undersized wiring first. Jun 7, at PM I agree with connection problem. I bought a used expy from
carmax and had no front blower. They sent it back to the dealer and I wanted to know exactly
what was found. I was told the 40 amp fuse had a bad connection and was reset with dielectric
grease, that was it, has worked fine since. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show

Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

